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140 House in Quinta do Lago

152 House in Alcanena

168 House 1 in Miramar

176 Hotel in Salzburg

186 Geosciences Department of the University of Aveiro

194 Refurbishment of the Santa Maria do Bouro Convent into an Inn

214 House in Tavira

222 Burgo – Trade and Office Building

238 House in Moledo

248 Courtyard Houses in Matosinhos

264 House in Serra da Arrábida

278 Reconversion of the Matosinhos-Sul Waterfront

292 Metro do Porto Subway System

310 Casa do Cinema Manoel de Oliveira / Sindika Dokolo Foundation

318 Church in Maia

322 Municipal Stadium of Braga

342 Multipurpose Pavilion in Viana do Castelo

350 Robinson Foundation - Catering and Tourism School of Portalegre

358 Casa das Histórias Paula Rego

370 Uitzicht Crematorium

Texts and Essays

10 Foreword
Nuno Graça Moura

14 Architecture Built on Ethical Foundations
Rafael Moneo

18 Eduardo Souto de Moura
Álvaro Siza

20 (Not) Being Eduardo Souto de Moura
Giovanni Leoni

42 The Quality of Universal Language
Carlos Machado

56 Chapels (Architettura per i musei)
Jorge Figueira

Works, Projects

74 A House for Karl Friedrich Schinkel (Competition)

80 Ruin Refurbishment in Gerês

90 Municipal Market of Braga

116 Casa das Artes – Cultural Centre

132 House 1 in Nevogilde
380  Reconversion of the Bernardas Convent
394  Espaço Miguel Torga
402  Aquapura Hotel (Competition)
410  São Lourenço do Barrocal Touristic Development
420  Campus in Middle East (Competition)
428  Foz Tua Hydroelectric Dam
440  Vatican Chapel for the Venice Biennale 2018
     In Progress
450  House in Soutelo
454  Colinas do Douro Wine Cellar
458  House in Oeiras
464  Alterations to the South Wing of São Bento Train Station
468  Requalification of Amarante City Market and Alameda Teixeira de Pascoaes
476  "Cabanon" in Douro

480  Eduardo Souto de Moura: Notes
     Francesco Dal Co

498  Text Notebook no. 91
500  A not-so-scientific autobiography
     Eduardo Souto de Moura
504  Biography
506  Credits: Projects and Works